SUMMARY Uterine fatty tumours (UFI) are uncommon and have received little attention in the English literature. They have aroused interest as a consequence of occasional diagnostic confusion with sarcomas and the continuing unresolved dispute as to their histogenesis.
Fatty tumours primary to the uterus are uncommon' and are almost invariably benign.2 Occasionally the clinical presentation3 or macroscopic appearance2 may mimic a sarcoma and create diagnostic confusion. There is no consensus as to the histogenesis or nomenclature of uterine fatty tumours (UFT).4 5 Three cases of UFT are presented and discussion centres on these areas of interest and contention.
Material and methods
All uterine fatty tumours (UFT) accessioned on the files of the Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science6 over a three-year period, January 1979 to January 1982, were retrieved. Amongst the approximately 54 000 surgical accessions during this period there were three cases of UFT. Nine, two and one paraffin blocks of tumour tissue were available from these three cases for review. Haematoxylin and eosin-stained and, where appropriate, Masson trichrome-stained sections from each paraffin block were studied.
Results
A summary of the relevant clinical history, clinical diagnosis and final diagnosis for the three cases studied is set out in the Table. The pathological diagnosis of a UFT was confirmed in each of the three cases and only the pathological findings relevant to this diagnosis will be described in detail.
CASE 1 (FIGS. 1 AND 2) The resected specimen comprised a uterus with two Accepted for publication 2 June 1982 normal Fallopian tubes. There was a very large intramural uterine tumour mass which measured 200 mm in greatest diameter and weighed 2140 g. The tumour, which distorted the uterine cavity into an enlarged slit, was rounded and well circumscribed but not encapsulated. On cut surface the greater part of the tumour appeared yellow, lobulated and fatty. Within the tumour mass and abutting upon one margin was a hard, grey calcified wedge measuring 120 x 80 x 75 mm. Two typical spherical, circumscribed leiomyomas, each approximateiy 15 mm in diameter, were also identified within the myometrium.
Microscopically, the fatty tumour comprised adulttype adipose tissue divided into lobules by thin connective tissue septae. There was no true tumour capsule but adjacent myometrium was compressed around the tumour to provide a false capsule. Microscopically, all UFT contain adult-type fat cells. Most tumours contain easily recognisable areas of smooth muscle either as broad interweaving fascicles or scattered myocytes. The fibrous tissue stroma may be delicate or dense and hyalinised, and the vascular component is said occasionally to be striking.4 Scattered mast cells and eosinophils may be found2 but were not observed in any of the present cases. These stromal components may also be seen in pure leiomyomas. The overall impression is of a histological spectrum ranging from pure lipoma through mixed lipoma/leiomyoma to pure leiomyoma.
There are no clearly established histopathological criteria for the distinction of a pure lipoma from a mixed lipoma/leiomyoma of the type illustrated by case 1. The presence of occasional scattered smooth muscle cells is interpreted by some as representing inclusion of myometrium by an expanding lipoma.2 I concur with the viewpoint' that a diagnosis of pure lipoma of the uterus should only be made when any smooth muscle cells present are confined to the periphery of the tumour. Only then can the myocytes be accepted as having been incorporated by an expanding lipoma.
The term mixed lipoma/leiomyoma is descriptive and serves to emphasise the clinical and macroscopic similarity of these tumours to leiomyomas. These tumours might also be designated as lipoleiomyomas.
Division of the mixed lipoma/leiomyoma group into two subgroups,' 2 namely circumscribed lipomatosis in a myoma and diffuse lipomatosis in a myoma emphasises differences in the macroscopic appearance (vide supra) but seems unnecessarily wieldy. Some4 have used the term "benign mixed mesodermal tumours" for these lesions. There does not appear to be a close relationship between UFT and malignant mixed mesodermal tumours." 12
Theories on histogenesis lay emphasis upon explaining the presence of adipose tissue, an element not usually found in the uterine corpus.45 Most recently a morphological and histogenetic analogy has been drawn between UFT and renal angiomyolipomas." '1' " It has been suggested that UFT are hamartomas or, more appropriately, choristomas. '4 Renal angiomyolipomas are considered to be choristomas. 15 Quantitative comparisons between UFT and angiomyolipomas have revealed a similarity in the proportions of adipose and smooth muscle elements.4 Abnormal vascular proliferations have also been described in UFT.4 However, these comparisons remain unconvincing because there are significant qualitative differences between renal angiomyolipomas and UFT. The smooth muscle in renal angiomyolipomas is often unusual in that the myocytes appear cytologically atypical. '6 Also renal angiomyolipomas have an infiltrating margin. These features are not seen in UFT. To the best of my knowledge histopathologically convincing extrarenal angiomyolipomas have only been described in the liver. '7 The viewpoint that renal angiomyolipomas are choristomas is strengthened by their association with choristomas/hamartomas in other organs. '8 By contrast UFT are associated with uterine leiomyomas.2 Furthermore, the entire spectrum of renal smooth muscle and fatty tumours are regarded as choristomas. '5 By contrast uterine leiomyomas are generally regarded as true neoplasms. Thus the analogy between UFT and renal angiomyolipomas is extremely tenuous.
The adipose tissue within UFT more likely than not represents fatty metaplasia within a leiomyoma. '9 Such "tumour metaplasia" is a well recognised phenomenon. 14 Metaplasia may also occur within the stroma of a tumour-for example, osseous metaplasia in a carcinoid of the lung. The sometimes florid overgrowth of adipose tissue within a UFT as in case 1 suggests that it represents tumour cell metaplasia rather than stromal metaplasia. However, the clarification of the precise histogenesis of UFT must await the complete elucidation of the histogenesis of leiomyomas of the uterus.8
